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This is a product-based thesis with a budget travel guide as the final product. The thesis is 
created for CheapSleep Hostel Helsinki, a budget accommodation provider for visitors in 
the capital of Finland. The guide offers information and ideas about affordable and free-of-
charge places to see, activities to do and how to get the most out of Helsinki with a thin 
travel budget, among other things. The aim of the guide is to give domestic and interna-
tional visitors an idea of what Helsinki is beyond the common assumptions of high cost of 
living and being a widely unaffordable destination on the global scale. Additionally, with the 
help of the guide, readers will be able to get a more authentic feel of Helsinki and the way 
many locals live. 
 
To begin with, Finnish tourism and Helsinki as a travel destination are introduced, explain-
ing the strengths and weaknesses of the city. The authors elaborate what youth budget 
travel is with its general demographic as well as their motives and values. The reader is fa-
miliarized with different forms of accommodation that are typical for the traveler type in 
question, in addition to notable youth budget travel destinations. Ways of creating a con-
venient and enjoyable guide are also presented with a research base. 
 
Based on the theory priorly researched, a survey is conducted for budget travelers of the 
target age group in order to compile content as relevant as possible for the guide. For ex-
ample, the respondents are asked about their preferences, dislikes, habits and expecta-
tions when visiting a budget destination, along with general background information. The 
survey process is explained in detail after which the responses are analyzed. The final 
product, budget travel guide, is then created not only based on the survey results, but also 
on the theoretical framework and the authors’ own preferences. 
 
The guide contains plenty of ideas for visiting Helsinki on a budget without having to com-
promise on the travel experience. In addition, general information of Finland is presented 
together with useful local tips and cultural elements, i.e. habits and customs that make it 
easier for the reader to understand the culture and local lifestyle. The content of the guide 
is planned so that it serves the readers in a versatile way, giving valuable information and 
unique aspects for both domestic and international travelers willing to explore the capital 
differently. 
 
Ultimately, the necessity and relevance of the budget travel guide, findings of the theoreti-
cal and operational parts, working methods used and the progress of the thesis process 
are concluded. The success of the entire project is assessed by a set of criteria estab-
lished in the introduction together with feedback from the commissioning company. The 
authors’ learning outcomes are then discussed and reviewed from both academic and per-
sonal viewpoints. 
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1 Introduction 

Finland is among the 25 richest countries in the world (Suneson 2019), which is why it is 

fair to assume that Finland would also be a very expensive country. In fact, it is the 8th 

most expensive country in Europe when analyzing each country’s consumer goods and 

services (Yle 2018). While it is true that the cost of living is quite high and there are many 

things in Finland and especially Helsinki that can be very expensive, we want to let for-

eigners and domestic tourists know that this is not solely the case. Our product-based the-

sis will give visitors of Helsinki a compact guide of tips on what to do, see and eat in Hel-

sinki on a budget. 

  

The topic of youth budget travel is close to both of our hearts as we are very familiar with 

traveling around the world on a thin budget. We have discovered that often the cheaper 

way is closer to the authentic and local way, since those places are not marketed for tour-

ists and do not take advantage of their wealth. Attractions at destinations try to maximize 

the revenue of tourists and logically target the pricier options to them, according to our 

own experience. Talking to other budget travelers from plenty of different countries and 

studying the topic online, we have noticed that a lot of people conceive Finland as an 

avoidable destination due to expensiveness. As researched among Chinese and Dutch 

people, Finland and Helsinki are perceived unsuitable for budget traveling (Aihaiti 2014, 

43; Platinga 2017, 2). We want to prove this bias wrong with the information, insights and 

viewpoints provided in the thesis. 

  

Our commissioning company, CheapSleep Hostel Helsinki, is relevant and supports our 

topic as they represent budget travel and are the most affordable, registered accommoda-

tion provider in Helsinki (Booking.com 2020). In addition, their biggest customer segment 

is young travelers from ages 18 to 35 (Pripachkin 2020). 

1.1 Aim and objectives  

The thesis is product-based, which means that research has only little emphasis in the 

project, but instead the focus is on creating a final product in form of a travel guide. The 

guide will be downloadable in PDF, however having a suitable format for a printed version 

for the distribution of our commissioning company. Additionally, it will be available for pub-

lic on the web page of CheapSleep Hostel Helsinki if the company so chooses. Our objec-

tive is to create a guide that helps people see and experience Helsinki as a more inexpen-

sive destination compared to how it is generally viewed and branded today. As stated be-

fore, Helsinki is often considered a “high-end” travel destination with little possibilities for 
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budget traveling. We see the potential in inexpensive Helsinki that does not need to stay 

unknown. 

  

With the information provided in the thesis, visitors coming to Helsinki will be able to expe-

rience the city with a lower budget and find the material more easily as they will be gath-

ered in one place. The travel guide will introduce and elaborate affordable and free-of-

charge ways and insider tips in which Helsinki can be experienced; ways that many tour-

ists or out-of-towners might not know. These include information about restaurants, cafes, 

bars, sights, attractions, activities, entertainment, events and transportation. Though we 

have a specific target group, we want to provide this information to everyone regardless of 

their motives behind traveling to Helsinki or their budget during their travels in Helsinki. 

The best possible outcome for the thesis project is to reshape the idea of tourism in Hel-

sinki and bring out a travel segment that encourages visitors on all budgets to explore the 

capital more comprehensively. 

 

While a traveler in Finland might not consider themselves a budget traveler, they still 

might want to save on some expenses, for example food or accommodation, to be able to 

spend more on other areas, such as events or attractions. As traveling is becoming in-

creasingly accessible for everybody due to the growth of budget airlines (Blackall 2019), 

we want to provide and bring forth budget options to all kinds of travelers whether they 

perceive themselves as budget travelers or not. 

 

As the primary meaning of the project is to create a budget travel guide of Helsinki, there 

are certain steps, or sub-goals, required to be fulfilled in order to get the product com-

pleted in a well thought-out and timely manner. Creating focus points helps the process 

stay organized and focused, leading to an outcome that meets our thesis expectations. 

The sub-goals for the travel guide are: 

• Conducting a survey to gather data about our target group’s preferences 

• Familiarizing ourselves with the attractions, events etc. for the guide 

• Forming the layout and design 

• Creating the content 

• Receiving feedback and making possible edits 
 

To be able to measure the success of a project at its completion, it is necessary to estab-

lish a series of criteria beforehand. Examining the scope, schedule, budget, team satisfac-

tion, customer satisfaction and quality help assess the effectiveness of the project. 

(Eskander 2018.) In the thesis and the travel guide, measuring budget success is ex-

cluded as there are no costs involved. Additionally, as the thesis is commissioned, cus-

tomer satisfaction is reviewed along with the commissioner feedback. 
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First and foremost, examining the scope means whether the outcome of the project fulfills 

its initial purpose and intention (Eskander 2018); creating a travel guide about budget-

friendly options in Helsinki. It is also important to assess the starting conditions and reflect 

on how they affected the thesis process. We evaluate the schedule to see if we completed 

different phases of the thesis in time or not, and if it was planned realistically (Eskander 

2018). Team satisfaction defines whether the authors are pleased with the whole process 

of making the thesis as well as with the end result. Since the thesis is done as a pair work, 

it is important to discuss the level of fulfillment of both parties. Then again, customer satis-

faction targets our commissioning company, CheapSleep Hostel Helsinki. It examines 

whether the project and the product bring value for the company and if their needs are 

met in terms of the final product. The last criterion, quality, measures the authors’ ability to 

deliver the intended outcome and what kind of adjustments are made to ensure the quality 

(Eskander 2018). In this part, the consistency of the content is examined in addition to 

whether the quality of the text is appropriate and according to the authors’ standards and 

Haaga-Helia guidelines. 

1.2 Commissioning company 

CheapSleep Hostel Helsinki is the most affordable registered accommodation provider in 

Helsinki, located in Vallila area, Southern Helsinki, just 10 minutes from Helsinki city cen-

tre by public transportation (Booking.com 2020; CheapSleep Helsinki 2018). It was 

founded in 2012 by a British citizen Oliver Lewis with a founding partner, Chinese-born 

Juni Yao. The hostel is currently managed by Stella Dinh and Gleb Pripachkin and addi-

tionally employs 16-20 staff members including receptionists, housekeepers, breakfast 

hosts and bar staff. (Pripachkin 2020.) 

  

CheapSleep Hostel Helsinki offers different types of accommodation, for both budget 

seekers and travelers with higher standards. They have 276 bed places including dorm 

rooms of 4 to 26 beds and private rooms of 2 to 4 beds. The rates vary from as low as 15€ 

to approx. 80€ per night depending on the size and type of the room. Additionally, the high 

season from July 26th to September 21st, and special events and holidays affect the bed 

prices and staff volume. All rates come with free buffet breakfast, unlimited Wi-Fi, per-

sonal safe, reading light, electrical outlet and linen. The guests can enjoy home-like range 

of services under one roof – bathroom facilities are shared among all rooms apart from 

one ensuite double room, and there are two communal kitchens with all standard equip-

ment a fully functional kitchen would have. (CheapSleep Helsinki 2018; Pripachkin 2020.) 

Thus, the guests can save money and cook their own food instead of having to eat in a 

restaurant. In addition, there are washing machines for use and other services such as 
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public transportation tickets and commodities for sale (CheapSleep Helsinki 2018; Pri-

pachkin 2020). 

  

The rooms are located on two floors and along with the communal kitchens, there is a 

lounge area with a bar together with arcade and board games. There the guests get to so-

cialize, play, have a drink or join different free events that CheapSleep Hostel Helsinki 

hosts according to the occupancy level. (Pripachkin 2020.) As to our experience, events 

are a great way to boost the sense of community, be immersed in local activities and get 

to know other travelers for the ones seeking it, and therefore increase customer satisfac-

tion. Some of the events that have been organized during the last 12 months are e.g. pub 

crawls, movie and quiz nights, sledging events, game tournaments and sauna visits – all 

with a great response from the guests (Pripachkin 2020). 

  

The main customer group of CheapSleep Hostel Helsinki is young adults from ages 18 to 

35, as most of the actual visitors fit into this category. However, the marketing of the com-

pany does not centre around a specific age group, but is rather tied to different events like 

festivals, holidays, sports events and other celebrations, that often cause a peak in the oc-

cupancy rates. The majority of the hostel’s customers come from Finland, followed by 

travelers from Russia, Germany, France and Japan. 80% of all customers are solo travel-

ers, and the average length of stay is 2.15 days. (Pripachkin 2020.) 
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2 Helsinki as a travel destination  

In recent years, tourism in Helsinki (figure 1) has hit a record count. Growth in the number 

of visitors has been faster than in the neighbouring capitals, and Helsinki has become the 

busiest passenger harbour in all of Europe. One of the city’s strengths is that tourists 

come from multiple market areas all over the world. Helsinki’s appeal in the tourism indus-

try is its proximity to nature as well as the city and event culture. With more popular Euro-

pean cities suffering from overtourism, smaller cities like Helsinki have a better opportunity 

to offer memorable experiences to visitors. (Helsingin kaupunki 2018.) 

 

 

Figure 1. Helsinki on the map (adapted from Google Maps 2020) 

 

2.1 Tourism in Finland 

Located in Northern Europe by the Baltic Sea, bordering Russia, Sweden and Norway, 

Finland is an EU country of 5.52 million inhabitants. The capital area of Helsinki is home 

to 1.4 million Finns (Finland Toolbox 2020a, 2, 7). In the European scale, Finland is the 

33rd most visited country with 8.5 million international arrivals, most of which from Russia, 

Estonia and Sweden (Business Finland 2019a, 5; The World Bank 2019). A considerable 

part of Finnish tourism, over one third, consists of day trippers (Business Finland 2019a, 

19). While the daily visits are decreasing, in 2019, Finland’s growth in overnight stays by 

foreign visitors was higher than anywhere else in Europe, whereas, for example, in other 
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Nordic and Baltic countries overnight stays have only decreased (Official Statistics of Fin-

land 2020). As to 2018, the number of international overnights in Finland was 6.8 million, 

which is 14% of the total 49.5 million overnights in all Nordic countries (Business Finland 

s.a.). Other Nordic capitals, like Stockholm in Sweden, Oslo in Norway and Copenhagen 

in Denmark, are regarded as the biggest competitors for Helsinki in the world tourism mar-

ket. They simultaneously target the same tourists yet benefit from each other’s success as 

travelers tend to visit several of these cities during one trip. (Mustonen 2018a.) 

  

Finland can be divided into four major tourism regions – Helsinki region, coast and archi-

pelago, lake district and Lapland, of which the majority of international overnights are 

spent in Helsinki region (43%) and Lapland (25%) (Business Finland s.a.). Some of the 

main pull factors of travelers coming to Finland are pure nature and clean, fresh air as well 

as Northern lights and Lapland’s arctic seasons (Sullström 2019). However, culture and 

entertainment also play a significant role in travelers’ destination choices regarding Fin-

land (Business Finland 2019a, 16). As stated by Virkkunen, there is growing international 

interest towards Finland, and when examined from the perspective of global markets, Fin-

land’s diversity attracts people and creates competitiveness (Business Finland 2019b). 

2.2 Helsinki in tourism numbers 

Out of all international overnight stays in Finland, the majority of them are spent in Hel-

sinki area, 60% of which during the summertime (Visit Finland s.a., 7, 33). Positive pro-

gress in terms of international overnight stays has continued in the capital area for the fifth 

year in a row, spiking an all-time high in 2017 both among international and domestic trav-

elers (Mustonen 2019; Visit Finland s.a., 8). In 2018, almost 5 million trips were made to 

Helsinki region, whereas the rest of the country had only about 3.5 million trips (Business 

Finland 2019a, 27). “Tourism in Helsinki has thereby risen to a new level that is clearly 

higher than before. The city is drawing interest, which is evident in both overnight stays 

and record-breaking air passenger numbers” (Mustonen 2019). It should be pointed out 

that the figures of overnight stays only cover nights at registered establishments and do 

not count alternative accommodation arrangements, such as Airbnb (Mustonen 2018b). 

Currently, Helsinki is undergoing a major tourism development boom as 30 new hotels are 

set to open in the upcoming years. What is more, terminal space, baggage handling ca-

pacity and number of gates at Helsinki-Vantaa International Airport will be nearly doubled 

by 2022 (Kantomaa 2019; Teivainen 2019). 

  

Aside from 49% of travelers in Helsinki being domestic, the most dominant traveler nation-

alities are Russia, Germany, China and Hong Kong (Visit Finland s.a., 7, 8). Nevertheless, 

Chinese tourists spend more money than other foreign tourist groups. In the last five years 
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their overnight stays in Helsinki’s accommodation providers have more than doubled. (Rii-

pinen 2019.) Two out of five travelers in the capital area come from continental Europe 

and every fifth from Asia. Holiday and leisure trips are the ruling purpose of travel for for-

eign visitors in Helsinki, visiting friends and family having the second greatest segment 

and business trips the third (Visit Finland s.a., 13, 39). 

  

Linnanmäki amusement park was the most visited attraction in Helsinki in 2019, followed 

by Suomenlinna Sea Fortress, Temppeliaukio Rock Church, Uspenski Cathedral, Helsinki 

Cathedral and Korkeasaari Zoo. Over a million locals and foreigners spent time in Linnan-

mäki last year, while Korkeasaari had less than half of the number of visitors. (City Execu-

tive Office s.a., 32.) 

2.3 Strengths 

Aside from Helsinki being a destination renowned in design, architecture and Nordic cui-

sine (Wong s.a.), it has worthy potential for a budget destination. First and foremost, Hel-

sinki has a functional public transportation system that is easy, affordable, reliable and 

fast (HSL s.a.; MyHelsinki s.a.a). In addition to the efficient public transportation, Helsinki 

is a compact city with short distances and a variety of landscapes – according to Rink-

ineva, being deep in the Finnish forest or in total tranquility by the seaside takes only 20 

minutes from the city centre (Riipinen 2019). Consequently, the small size of the capital 

works as an asset as travelers can cut time on traveling and enjoy the destination itself. 

The easiness of getting around is also supported by the level of English language skills. 

Most Helsinki locals have a good command of English in addition to their mother tongue of 

Finnish or Swedish, and often they even speak a third language such as Spanish, French 

or German. In addition to the restaurant industry staff all over Helsinki having a good com-

mand of English, a variety of cultural and arts services, events and programmes as well 

as leisure activities are offered in Helsinki for English speakers to enjoy. “Helsinki is an at-

tractive city internationally and defined by a high level of know-how. It is easy to get by in 

the capital no matter what your language background.“ (MyHelsinki s.a.b.) 

  

Safety and security are some of the main concerns of international travelers (CNN Travel 

2017). Helsinki is ranked the safest and most secure city in the world regarding the impact 

of crime, terrorism and law enforcement (World Economic Forum 2019, 35). Not only is 

Helsinki safe, it also pioneers in tourism development concerning sustainability, digitaliza-

tion, cultural heritage and accessibility. In 2019, Helsinki took first place in the European 

Commission’s new European Capital of Smart Tourism competition with exemplary smart 

tourism practices. (Sustain Europe 2019.) High-speed Wi-Fi is unrestricted and free 

throughout the whole city and almost twice as powerful as an average home broadband in 
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London (Mirani 2015). This can contribute to the convenience of going around, feeling 

safe and the untroubled enjoyment of travelers. 

  

Finland sets an example with its environmental consciousness. Out of 140 economies 

compared, it received the fifth spot in environmental sustainability in The Travel and Tour-

ism Competitiveness Report 2019 (World Economic Forum 2019, 78). The air and drink-

ing water qualities are some of the cleanest in the world and the City of Helsinki has im-

plemented a strategy for Helsinki to be fully carbon neutral by 2035 (Bhatia 2019; MyHel-

sinki s.a.c; The Telegraph 2018). In addition to nature never being more than a short walk 

away, even in the city centre, there are plenty of arboretums, parks and wild nature areas 

within a short distance as well as an extensive coastline of 40 000 kilometres that includes 

Helsinki (Huttunen 2017). More than 70% of Finland is covered by trees, which makes it 

the most forested country in Europe (Finland Toolbox 2020b). 

  

Along with the assets mentioned above, Helsinki has plenty of options for the budget-con-

scious. For example, several churches, museums, galleries and botanical gardens are of 

free entry, some of them at least once a month. Additionally, there are lots of free events, 

concerts and shows throughout the year. (Lehtinen 2018.) As nature is one of the travel-

ers’ pull factors of Helsinki, the wilderness, archipelago and all national parks are free to 

explore. This is due to “jokamiehenoikeus”, i.e. everyman’s right, “the freedom to roam the 

countryside, forage, fish with a line and rod, and enjoy the recreational use of natural ar-

eas”. (Visit Finland 2020.) 

  

Helsinki’s advantage in tourism is also its location. It is the northernmost capital in conti-

nental Europe as well as the easternmost capital of the European Union, which makes it a 

unique crossover of the eastern and western European culture (Business Finland 2019b; 

Finland Toolbox 2020a; Google Maps 2020). Due to the beneficial geographical location, 

it is also the shortest connection between Europe and Asia by air as Helsinki-Vantaa Inter-

national Airport works as “the leading transfer hub between Europe and Asia” (ACI Europe 

2016). 

2.4 Weaknesses 

Finland is perceived as an expensive market with cold weather and a remote location 

compared to West European countries’ tourism market (Wang 2018). These projections 

are logical and much supported by research and comparisons of both Finland’s and Hel-

sinki’s price levels, climate and location. 
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When it comes to price competitiveness, Finland drops down the 122nd spot out of 140 

countries compared (World Economic Forum 2019, 77). Therefore, not surprisingly, Hel-

sinki is ranked more expensive than 80% of cities in the world and considered a high in-

come economy (Expatistan 2020; World Economic Forum 2019, 101). Though price levels 

are not quite as high as e.g. in Stockholm, the capital of Sweden, Helsinki still feels quite 

costly compared to almost any other European city. Some main attractions in the city can 

be quite affordable, but hotels and even hostels are fairly expensive on an international 

level, especially in the busier summer season. (Price of Travel 2020.) In fact, there are not 

many registered budget accommodation options at all with, for example, Hostelworld of-

fering only 8 hostels in Helsinki, and only three of them with a very central location. In 

comparison to more expensive Stockholm, there are nonetheless over 15 budget accom-

modation options and almost all of them are within two kilometres or less from the city 

centre. (Booking.com 2020; Hostelworld 2020a; Hostelworld 2020b.) 

  

Besides Helsinki functioning as a gateway city between Asia and Europe, its location can 

also work as a disadvantage. Being widely surrounded by water and having a far-off loca-

tion, Finland is one of the world’s most northern and geographically remote countries (Bri-

tannica 2020; Google Maps 2020) which could negatively impact acquiring new visitor 

markets. While it might require more effort time-wise hence the distance, traveling to Hel-

sinki from abroad can be done with a variety of transportation methods either by air, land 

or water (MyHelsinki 2020). 

  

Although Helsinki is surrounded by a sublime, easily reachable natural environment 

(Lonely Planet 2020), its downfall is its harsh climate. Helsinki is a coastal city – on the 

same latitude as Siberia and Canada – and quite close to the Arctic Ocean that brings the 

city cold however clear, bright and freezing winds during the wintertime. At the same time, 

snow may fall persistently, the temperature can drop down to minus 30 degrees Celsius 

and the roads can be hazardously slippery due to icy conditions. Since Finland is located 

in the very north, the daytime is short during the winter. There are only 6 hours of daylight 

in Helsinki in December that can, on the other hand, have its own exotic attraction. (Fin-

land 2008.) Contrarily, Finland has much milder yearly temperatures than many other re-

gions that lie as far north, and e.g. the hottest month, July, has the average temperature 

of 13 to 17 degrees Celsius (Weather Online 2020). 
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3 Youth budget travel 

To fully understand the idea of the thesis and its final product, the concept of budget travel 

needs to be clear – at least the way it is defined for the purpose of this thesis. This chap-

ter explains the concept in more detail than how it is already described above in the intro-

duction. Additionally, in order to create a useful guide for young travelers looking for 

budget options, the traveler type in question must be defined and scrutinized. To do this, it 

is important to establish the main characteristics and ways young people travel, supported 

by learning what motivates them and what they value when it comes to traveling or going 

abroad. These topics are discussed in the following subchapters. 

3.1 Defining budget travel 

According to Dauntless Jaunter (2017), “Budget travel is travel that is budget-conscious. A 

budget traveler may stay in economy accommodations or hostels, eat cheap meals, and 

fly during off-peak seasons, among other things.” 

  

Despite doing broad research on the topic, the word ”budget”, in terms of traveling, is diffi-

cult to determine. We found that it is impossible to specify the exact numbers of spending 

that is considered budget or affordable. Affordability is subject to a person's income, life 

situation and the economy and society in which they live (Valdez 2011). A person who 

earns 10 000€ per month may consider their travels ‘budget’ if they spend a little less than 

usual during their extensive travels. Another person may come from a third world country 

and budget traveling for them is the absolute minimalistic way of spending, possibly the 

only way they can afford it. These comprehensions of affordability or budget are both 

valid, but do not meet. Therefore, in this thesis, budget traveling is introduced as to what 

is considered “budget” in the Finnish society among Finnish people, in proportion to the 

price levels in Finland. In addition to this, in terms of the thesis and product content, 

budget travelers are determined as domestic and international, both short-term and long-

term travelers. The thesis focuses on studying budget traveling among the younger gener-

ation i.e. the phenomenon of youth budget travel. 

  

Budget travelers aim to experience culture without sacrificing or compromising the enjoy-

ment or pleasure of traveling, instead they strive to be inventive and flexible (Travel + Lei-

sure 2019). Often budget travelers are considered stingy, when it is actually more about 

how one spends the money rather than how much they spend it. One way to see it is that 

budget traveling is about being smart and frugal — not cheap. For example, a budget trav-

eler would not go to Bordeaux and just skip a wine tour. Instead, they would take time to 
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find a tour that provides the best value. (Argiolas 2019.) Consequently, budget conscious 

traveling could also be classified as value conscious traveling (Morris 2017). 

3.2 Defining youth travel 

As a result of increasing levels of international travel, young travelers are more globally 

minded than ever (Global Blue & Roland Berger 2018, 15). According to Cappel, the 

founder of For the Love of Travel, young people today are putting off big life changes like 

having children and working hard. This allows them to have extra money and spend time 

traveling a few times a year instead of a few times in their lives. (Fromm 2018.) Repre-

senting more than 23% of over a billion international travelers annually, youth travel is one 

of the fastest growing segments of international tourism (Rifai 2020). 

  

The general age group of youth travelers includes people from both generation Y and Z, 

meaning people from ages 18 to 35 (WYSE Travel Confederation 2020). In this thesis, 

they are additionally referred to as millennials. These young travelers are commonly in the 

first phase of their travel careers which can have an impact on their travel behaviour in the 

future. This is one of the reasons why youth tourism is considered to be one of the most 

essential tourism markets. (Eusébio & Carneiro 2015.) Though young people generally 

have less money than their elders, they have more time – as surveyed by American Soci-

ety of Travel Agents, millennials took 44% more trips and travel time in 2016 than an aver-

age baby boomer (Global Blue & Roland Berger 2018, 9; WYSE Travel Confederation 

2020). As they spend more time on their travels and the travel frequency is higher, they 

ultimately end up spending more money. In fact, on average, young travelers invest over 

1000€ more on their main trip than a regular international tourist and their annual trip 

spend is significantly higher. (Blue Swan Daily 2018; WYSE Travel Confederation 2020.) 

  

As stated by Chapman, youth travelers are pioneers and trendsetters of travel as they at-

tract others to new destinations and spots that are off the beaten track (WYSE Travel 

Confederation 2018). For example, visitors on a working holiday visa or studying in Aus-

tralia were surveyed by Dr. Jeff Jarvis, and 47% of them said they have generated visits 

from friends and family coming to see them. Additionally, almost 80% said they would ad-

vise their friends to also come to Australia for a working holiday. (WYSE Travel Confeder-

ation 2020.) 

  

The three main factors of youth travelers’ happiness are destination, trip length and activi-

ties. A higher uptick in enjoyment was reported from trips lasting three to six months as 

well as when the trip was made to a different part of the world outside of one’s home re-
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gion. Furthermore, young travelers are becoming increasingly keen on one-of-a-kind ex-

periences over products or traditional travel luxuries. According to a survey conducted by 

WYSE Travel Confederation, millennials are more likely to spend extra cash on i.e. food 

experiences and events rather than upgrading their seat on a flight. (Global Blue & Roland 

Berger 2018, 15; Mohn 2018.) 

3.3 Budget accommodation 

According to Bridge (2013), younger travelers choose budget accommodation in order to 

spend more money on the destination itself. As stated by OECD (2018), not only do they 

demand budget accommodation, they also want to socialize, hence spend less time in 

their room and more time in the common areas to connect with others (Ketter 2019). Mil-

lennials rely on sharing economy accommodation instead of booking a hotel for the possi-

bility to connect with local communities, gain authentic local experiences and have value 

for money (Nielsen 2017, 4; Visit Scotland 2017, 3). These travel behaviors have led to 

the rise of Airbnb and other digital platforms for homestays, alternative hostels opposing 

traditional accommodation and new hotel sub-brands (Visit Scotland 2017, 7). 

 

Taking a deeper look into the sharing economy, some of these accommodation types are 

introduced in the next subchapters. Hostels, Airbnb and Couchsurfing are popular sources 

of accommodation among millennials, which allow them to satisfy their needs and travel 

with respect to their values while staying on a budget. 

3.3.1 Hostel accommodation 

A hostel is a budget-oriented accommodation that provides dormitories, common areas 

and communal facilities for short-term stay. Dormitories are shared rooms where travelers 

book individual beds contrary to booking an entire room like in a guesthouse or a hotel. 

(Hostel Management 2020.) 9 out of 10 hostels also offer private rooms (Mohn 2016). Of-

ten the focus of many hostels is to provide shared social experiences in addition to the fa-

cilities for which one pays (Dutton 2020). For example, yoga classes, live music, rooftop 

bars, pool areas, pub crawls, cooking classes, neighborhood walks and other curated 

tours are no rarity at hostels nowadays, which can also be referred to as “social hotels” 

(Hostelworld Group 2019; Kaplan 2019). Other sorts of budget accommodation, like mo-

tels, differ from hostels by generally having a lower rate and fewer facilities, and they usu-

ally serve the sole purpose of a midway break (Zleep 2018). 

  

As hostels used to have a reputation of being a cheap and grungy backup lodging option, 

it has now become the preferred type of accommodation for many youth travelers (Kwok 
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2015; Mohn 2016). Some of the reasons for the thriving popularity of hostels is greater 

spending by millennials, the growing overall interest for traveling, the appeal of online 

travel agencies and the increasing popularity of solo travel, among other things (Globe 

Newswire 2020). Of recent travelers who visited multiple destinations during trips of three 

weeks or more, over four in five (81%) chose to accommodate in hostels (Hostelworld 

Group 2019). Hostel travelers, of which more than 70% are millennials, spend more 

money on traveling annually compared to a general tourist (Hostelworld Group 2016). 

  

The factors that attract travelers to choose a hostel over other forms of accommodation 

are low fares, good locations, value for experiences as well as a possibility to meet other 

travelers (Mohn 2016). These points support the claim that getting the best value for 

money outweighs cheapness (Argiolas 2019). Hostel travelers want unique opportunities, 

experiences and social connections over just lodging, which are conjointly some key pref-

erences among millennial travelers (Hostelworld Group 2019; Mohn 2018), as mentioned 

earlier. 

  

Hostel industry is booming all over Finland and the growth has been particularly high in 

Helsinki compared to the rest of the country (Pietiläinen 2019; Zitting 2018). There are 

currently 8 hostels in Helsinki, and approximately four out of five of their guests come from 

abroad (Booking.com 2020; Hostelworld 2020a; Pietiläinen 2019). Iceland and Norway 

are some of the most desired destinations to travel to among hostel goers of all ages 

(Hostelworld Group 2019), leading to a conclusion that hostels have plenty of potential in 

Nordic countries. 

3.3.2 Airbnb 

Originally founded in 2008 in San Francisco, USA, Airbnb is a marketplace for unique 

places to stay at and things to experience all over the world. Focusing on the accommo-

dation opportunities for the purpose of this thesis, Airbnb offers rooms, apartments and 

even entire houses to stay at hosted by locals. Anyone can create a free verified account 

on Airbnb and sign up as a host to offer a bed and/or as a traveler to book the accommo-

dation. There are more than 7 million listings in over 200 countries and regions. The com-

pany promotes people-to-people connection and has helped millions of hospitality entre-

preneurs to make money by hosting altogether more than 750 million guests so far. 

(Airbnb s.a.a; Airbnb s.a.b.) 

  

Though the company was set up during the Great Recession, i.e. the global financial cri-

sis, it survived due to the efforts of people coveting to earn extra money and millennials 
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looking for unique travel experiences (Airbnb 2019; Chappelow 2020). The Y and Z gener-

ations make up a big part of the Airbnb hosts and guests, in fact, the measured number 

was 58% in 2018. Furthermore, the share is expected to rise up to 75% by the year 2022. 

Millennials have also helped other generations to find Airbnb. As an example, just under 

half a million senior citizens have listed their spaces for accommodation on Airbnb. 

(Airbnb 2019.) 

  

The platform allows customers to book and pay for spaces per night instead of per per-

son. This generally ends up being a much more affordable option, especially for groups, 

than having to book multiple rooms at a hotel. Similar to many hostels, Airbnb bookings 

often include a proper kitchen and even a living area, which give the guests more freedom 

to relax and cook for themselves. Another aspect that can work out cheaper is that there 

usually are not any additional amenities or services to drive up to cost other than the 

cleaning fee added on at the end of each stay. (Wilson 2018.) 

  

Busbud analysed host listings in major cities in the United States, Europe and one in Aus-

tralia, and compared their prices to average hotel rooms in the same cities. The results 

showed that in 16 out of the 22 urban destinations in review, it was more economical to 

book an Airbnb listing instead of a hotel room. In Europe, the results were even clearer 

with hotel accommodation being the more expensive option in 8 out of 9 cities. All things 

considered, in many locations, hotel bookings were almost double the cost of an Airbnb 

stay. (Busbud s.a.) 

  

In addition to regular homes, Airbnb offers various other forms of accommodation as well, 

such as castles and tree houses giving their customers very unique and unforgettable ex-

periences that cannot be found anywhere else in the world. Though the accommodations 

available are often cheaper than traditional hotels, low prices are not the sole reason for 

the popularity of Airbnb. (Airbnb 2019.) Even 86% of their customers say they book via 

Airbnb because they want to live like a local. It is important to gain experiences outside of 

the typical tourist scene and instead discover the local ways of life. (Esposito 2016.) 

3.3.3 Couchsurfing 

As sleeping costs often tend to be the biggest expense for budget travelers, Couchsurfing, 

an online hub and social site, provides a platform for strangers all over the world to con-

nect and accommodate each other for free. “The idea behind couchsurfing is simple: 

"Couchsurfers" leverage the hospitality of friendly people around the world who open their 

homes to travelers — an act of kindness that dates back millennia.” Unlike Airbnb, 

couchsurfers do not pay their hosts for accommodation. Instead, travelers reward their 
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hosts by, for example, potential friendship and fun interactions. It is also courteous to 

bring a thoughtful gift for the host. Despite the name, travelers are not necessarily made 

to sleep on couches, but many hosts have spare bedrooms or even guest cottages. Sign-

ing up is completely free, and the platform provides hangouts and meetups for travelers 

even if they are not interested in accommodation. (Rodgers 2019.) 

  

The Couchsurfing website was established in 2004 and today, it has over 15 million regis-

tered travelers and 400 000 hosts. The charm of the platform lies in authentic interactions 

– the traveler gets to experience the everyday life of the local and connect with the desti-

nation more deeply with the company of the host, who is often an expat, former traveler or 

just interested in intercultural exchange. Both parts benefit from potentially getting to prac-

tice another language and even tying a lifelong friendship. (Martikainen 2017; Rodgers 

2019.) The biggest motivators for the hosts to welcome strangers in their homes are meet-

ing new people from different cultural backgrounds, feeling as if they are traveling from the 

safety of their own home while getting new perspectives. Additionally, the platform has 

made some hosts overcome loneliness without having to leave their house. (Martikainen 

2017.) 

  

Couchsurfers rely on the sharing economy. The possibility to have local company during 

travels and share the excitement of new, spontaneous encounters, especially if traveling 

alone, gets travelers to choose Couchsurfing instead of another type of accommodation. 

(Martikainen 2017; Zaki 2015.) As millennials are grown with internet and smartphones, 

the safety and trustworthiness of both the host and the traveler are easy to secure online 

through public reviews and a multi-level account verification that is done during registra-

tion to the platform (Global Blue & Roland Berger 2018, 15; Rodgers 2019). Couchsurfing, 

opposing “consumer society”, lets travelers earn social capital through new connections 

and encounters, and experience new things without having to buy or own something. As a 

result of the sharing economy, one gets to earn intangible experiences with their owned 

property, like in this case, the hosts welcoming strangers in their apartment shared on 

Couchsurfing. (Martikainen 2017.) 

  

In addition to accommodating for free, travelers can often access the kitchen and thus 

save money by not having to eat out in restaurants, quite like with Airbnb and hostels. 

While Couchsurfing may be saving money, it often requires a lot of energy compared to 

other types of accommodation. As the traveler is expected to interact, communicate and 

be active with the host instead of using them for convenience, it can become draining in 

the long-term. (Rodgers 2019.) 
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There are currently over 19 000 registered Couchsurfing hosts in Helsinki and more than 

190 000 in all of Finland, to be compared with around 80 000 registered hosts in all of 

Thailand, which is the most visited budget travel destination (Couchsurfing 2020; World 

Tourism Organization 2019). It is recommended to utilize Couchsurfing for accommoda-

tion in Finland as the fares of hotels can be shocking for travelers, whereas in Southern 

Asia the cost of travel accommodation is already widely affordable (Hostelworld Group 

2019; Saarelainen 2015). 

3.4 Youth budget travel destinations 

The most desired destination for extended trips among youth travelers is Latin America 

with a 61% increase in travelers heading there today, whereas older generations continue 

to visit Europe. Despite the desire for Latin countries, Asia – especially the eastern parts – 

lead the charts with the most growth as a travel destination among millennials. (Hostel-

world Group 2019.) Latin America, consisting of 26 countries and territories, lures travel-

ers with a growing offering of flight connections, elimination of visas required between na-

tions, adventure possibilities including unique sea and land environments as well as na-

ture, history, culture and cuisine (Biz Latin Hub 2019; Sawe 2018). Ethnic tourism, centred 

around native and indigenous cultures, has been encouraged in certain areas of Latin 

America, which may indicate the demand for meaningful travel especially among millenni-

als (Biz Latin Hub 2019; Thoesen 2018). Based on our speculation, Latin America is a 

noteworthy choice for the budget-conscious millennials as the cost of living is rather low 

by international standards. For example, the cost of living in Colombia is nearly 63% 

cheaper than in Finland and approximately 57% cheaper than in the United States. (Num-

beo 2020.) 

  

Eastern Asia has been a long-time favorite for budget travelers, mainly due to the afforda-

bility of the area that allows them to extend their travel period on a low budget (Betteridge 

2016; Hostelworld Group 2019). For example, the price of a bed in a wonderfully rated 

hostel ranges from only 3€ per night (Hostelworld Group 2019). The main motivators for 

European price-sensitive travelers to choose Southeast Asia as their preferred travel des-

tination are the unique history, hot weather and the diversity in nature and landscape, with 

a mention in the variety of food and beverages and the low cost of traveling. Travelers in 

Southeast Asia want to have an authentic experience and to be one with the locals. (Bet-

teridge 2016). The most visited countries in the area are Thailand, Malaysia and Vietnam 

(World Tourism Organization 2019). 

  

All in all, as Latin America and Asia are driving the millennials’ tourism industry, it is not 

surprising that Thailand, Vietnam and Colombia are countries with the most operating 
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hostel properties. (Hostelworld Group 2019). Latin America is expected to receive 78.2 

million tourists by 2027 and Southeast Asia’s tourism industry is to generate 222.8$ billion 

the same year (Mordor Intelligence 2020; The Asean Post 2019). However, the growth of 

Southeast Asia's tourism is under threat due to pollution, overtourism, environmental dam-

age, social issues and natural disasters. As the travelers in the area much rely on the bio-

diversity, local landscapes, heritage and cultures, the sector’s survival depends on the 

ability to preserve these resources while adapting to the changing conditions. (The Asean 

Post 2019.) Since experience-driven millennials seek for novelty and off-beaten paths, 

Latin America, an emerging tourism market, is expected to grow as it is extremely broad 

with endless opportunities (Corrano 2018; Global Blue & Roland Berger 2018, 7). 

3.5 Motives and values of youth budget travelers 

In the world of young adults today, traveling is not regarded as much a luxury as it used to 

be. It is considered as a great, and even necessary, way to develop life and work skills. 

Millennials portray different travel behaviours and expectations than their elders. Their 

preferences vary in destinations, activities, travel companions and spending habits. Unlike 

previous generations that have been focused on saving up for a house and a car, young 

travelers these days are not as interested in traditional accomplishments but strive for ac-

quiring less material and more life-enriching moments through travel, for instance. Millen-

nials consider experience to be the new social currency. (Global Blue & Roland Berger 

2018, 9.) 

  

Millennials are strategic travelers who track and do research for deals in order to get the 

best value for their money as they have yet to reach the peak of their earning period. 

(Global Blue & Roland Berger 2018, 10). Unlike older travelers who may have visited the 

same Spanish hotel every summer, millennials nowadays opt for travel involving new ex-

periences instead of choosing to visit the same destinations over and over again. Thus 

millennials are generally less loyal to a certain place or brand than their elders. Youth trav-

elers choose their travel options with money on their mind, leaving brand loyalty out of the 

equation. In fact, over 80% of French and of British millennials said they prioritize price 

over the airline when purchasing flights, as an example. (Adara 2017.) 

  

As the thesis is about the phenomenon of youth budget travel, the following subchapters 

take a closer look at the wants and needs supporting the budget-oriented travel habits of 

millennials. Some of the main motives and values behind millennials’ travel behavior are a 

need for uniqueness, pursuit of experience, savviness in shopping habits, quality, value 

for money, security and convenience through digital services. They look for sustainability, 

personal value and rarity of the experience. (Global Blue & Roland Berger 2018, 10,16.) 
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Another top motivation for youth travelers is that they want to see and experience every-

day life in different places as well as increase their knowledge of various cultures (WYSE 

Travel Confederation 2018). 

3.5.1 Unique and authentic experiences 

Airbnb’s campaign “Live There” taps right into the concept that millennials crave. The 

campaign urges travelers to experience a place as if they live there instead of simply go-

ing there or touring the destination. Staying in a local home, doing ordinary things like 

making a bed or cooking helps one to feel like they are actually living in that destination, 

even if it is for only one night. (Airbnb 2016.) 

  

Millennials seek unusual destinations with extraordinary activities that can provide them 

with an authentic feeling of the city or the country in addition to exploring the top sights 

and attractions of the area (Global Blue & Roland Berger 2018, 7, 9). A survey conducted 

by Skift asked young travelers from the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia, 

China and India about their travel habits. According to the results, over 85% of respond-

ents all around the world said they prefer traveling to a new destination rather than going 

somewhere they have already been before. For the Chinese, the result was as high as 

99%. (Carty 2019.) 

  

As youth travelers do not wish to be recognized as proper tourists anymore, they look for 

authentic and local experiences (Esposito 2016). According to research conducted by The 

New Horizons Survey, exploring cultures, increasing one’s knowledge and experiencing 

everyday life in destinations have been found to consistently be the top travel motivations 

for young travelers. In 2017, more than half of survey respondents chose the concept of 

‘living like a local’ to be a desired activity. (WYSE Travel Confederation 2018.) Millennials’ 

need for experiencing the undiscovered, fascinating reality gravitates them towards get-

ting to know the local people, customs and activities more than taking part in a pre-

planned holiday tour. While still checking out top sights of a destination, millennials also 

want to get to know the places they visit by chatting with locals in bars and restaurants. 

They have realized that local insights add to deeper, more unique experiences. Traveling 

has become more about who they have met instead of what they saw. (Global Blue & Ro-

land Berger 2018, 9, 25.) 

3.5.2 Sustainability 

Sustainable tourism is a positive phenomenon that includes conservation and enhance-

ment of the destination’s environment, cultural heritage and economy. In other words, 
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“The aim of sustainable tourism is to increase the benefits and to reduce the negative im-

pacts caused by tourism for destinations.” (The Travel Foundation 2016.) Sustainable 

travel, including e.g. ecotourism, voluntourism and pro-poor tourism, is led by youth travel-

ers. Compared to any other travel demographics, millennials are far more likely to be in-

terested in giving back to the areas where they travel. As youth travelers see traveling as 

embracing life rather than just getting away from it, contributing to helping the less fortu-

nate or making a difference in an area of the world eventually adds to the quality of the 

traveler’s life. (Travel Technology & Solutions 2016.) 

 

Ecotourism, one of the booming types of youth travel, means traveling to remote locations 

to enjoy nature in its natural, unaffected condition through e.g. jungle trekking, waterfall 

hiking or visiting desolate caves. Voluntourism, like teaching a foreign language or doing 

ecological work at the destination, generated over two billion dollars to the travel and tour-

ism industry due to its characteristics of meaningfulness and social cohesion with the local 

community, which are some of the millennial’s key travel desires. Pro-poor tourism, an-

other outgrowth of sustainable tourism, is when travelers go to poverty-stricken areas 

where people live in deprivation of food, medicine or other necessities as part of a cultur-

ally enriching travel experience. (Travel Technology & Solutions 2016.) The aim of this 

practice is to include the poor areas and people in tourism and make sure they benefit 

from it (Burke 2018, 1). Sustainability is one of the key elements in fulfilling the need for 

transformational travel for millennials – truly feeling like they are making a difference in the 

world – which they believe has a long-term positive impact in their life (Travel Technology 

& Solutions 2016). 

  

Due to the importance of meaningful connections and experiences in their travels, sustain-

able tourism has the potential to become one of the single hottest trends for millennials 

(Travel Technology & Solutions 2016). Millennials are the generation most concerned 

about environmental sustainability and social issues, having grown during a time where 

climate change has been a part of their daily international dialogue. 87% of millennials 

think companies should take action on urgent environmental and social issues, which has 

led to them being willing to pay more for more conscious and considerate products and 

boycotting harmful brands. (Sumas 2019). Consistently, 86% of millennials consider it im-

portant for a company to offer sustainable travel options when booking a trip (Travel Agent 

Central 2018). The accommodation industry is changing on the side of this trend, some of 

them offering sustainable local products, enabling energy efficient solutions and donating 

part of the revenues to a local community (Global Blue & Roland Berger 2018, 26). 
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On the contrary to youth travelers, an average tourist does not prioritize local traditions, 

natural resources and residents. Mass tourism, including cruises, hotel tour packages and 

excessive beach parties, is a multi-trillion dollar industry centred around generating in-

come – most of the money not even remaining in the area of visit, but leaking to large 

transnational companies. (Lacanilao 2019.) 

3.5.3 Personal safety 

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs (figure 2) as presented by McLeod (2020), is a motivational 

theory in psychology consisting of five stages of human needs, each of which must be ful-

filled from the bottom up before the next tier’s needs can be attended. The needs from the 

bottom of the hierarchy upwards are physiological, safety, love and belonging, esteem 

and self-actualization. Safety and security, including the want to experience order, predict-

ability and control in life, is one of the basic needs together with physiological needs like 

air, food, drink and sleep. (McLeod 2020.) The concern of personal safety varies between 

markets, however, is universally highest among millennials (Expedia s.a., 14). That is why 

this basic need should be addressed when targeting budget travel destinations specifically 

to youth travelers. 

 

 

Figure 2. Hierarchy of Needs (adapted from McLeod 2020) 

Millennials are more likely to perceive all types of travel issues as threats, which is one of 

the driving attitudes for the increase of travel insurance purchases – the younger the trav-

eler, the more likely they are to get insurance. Travelers of all ages perceive terrorism and 

destination safety as major concerns in addition to younger travelers’ worry of global poli-

tics. (BHTP 2019, 9, 13.) Such concerns, like current geopolitical unrest, affect millennials’ 

travel destination choices and habits. They are highly sensitised to security threats and 
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are the most likely generation to cancel their trip due to security reasons. (Global Blue & 

Roland Berger 2018, 10.) In spite of all, youth travelers do not pass adventure for the sake 

of safety when traveling, since 53% of millennials feel safe as they travel despite some-

times doing dangerous activities (Mueller 2019). Australia is considered to be the safest 

travel destination by youth travelers (BHTP 2019, 37). 

  

While traveling, risks are not limited to highly unlikely events, but instead range from ter-

rorist attacks and natural disasters to everyday incidents like road accidents and mug-

gings (TravelPerk 2020). Every risk factor perceived by a traveler is a reason for replacing 

the destination. On the contrary, millennials may overlook potential risks if the activity or 

destination is seen to give value and experiential opportunities. In the event of a risk turn-

ing into a crisis, youth travelers are resilient and will not quit traveling, but instead just shift 

the travel or spending target. (Morris 2017.) Out of all travelers, millennials take the most 

risks, partly for being the generation looking to engage in ambitious adventure travel 

(BHTP 2019, 15, 33). 

3.5.4 Digitality 

As a result of the rise of digital services, it has never been easier or cheaper to go abroad. 

For the Y and Z generations, who were the first to grow up using the internet and 

smartphones, it is normal to go online to look for inspiration on how and where to travel. 

Millennials have advanced their online tracking skills to serve their need for quality and 

value. Additionally, the desire for convenience drives the need for digital solutions. In fact, 

the highest driver for booking through an online travel agency is convenience, with price 

only being of second importance according to Expedia. (Global Blue & Roland Berger 

2018, 6, 9-10,15.) 

  

According to a study conducted by Signature Travel Network and The Center for Genera-

tional Kinetics, travelers of all ages are worried about having to spend more money if they 

use a traditional travel agent for their trip planning instead of going online. This concern is 

more present among Gen X, i.e. people born in 1964-1976, while millennials also worry 

about being sold a trip that is too touristy and not unique or tailored to them. (Edensor 

2018.) With various options easily before them online, young travelers can customize a 

trip that suits their individual identities instead of booking a ready-made, old school travel 

package (Esposito 2016). Differing from their predecessors, travelers now are spoilt with 

options and have more information at their fingertips to plan their next adventure, as a re-

sult of the increased popularity of online reviews and digital destination guides (Hostel-

world Group 2019). 
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Young travelers do not want to be pushed into buying or feel like they are being sold to, 

which makes it difficult for travel agencies to connect with them. They want to be inspired 

with useful information from social media, blogs, online reviews, etc. (Baldwin 2019). In 

fact, social media channels are becoming key influencers in the travel planning process. 

Traditional information sources are less useful as many millennials are now basing their 

decisions on how “Instagrammable” a destination may be. (Global Blue & Roland Berger 

2018, 9.) Generic pictures of the Statue of Liberty will not cut it anymore as millennials not 

only wish to have authentic experiences, but they also crave authenticity and personaliza-

tion in marketing. (Baldwin 2019.) Sharing honest and real stories about destinations 

works much better for millennials than using highly edited photos (Global Blue & Roland 

Berger 2018, 11). 

  

For the always-online generation of youth travelers, social media is important as a sharing 

platform as well as a source for travel inspiration. They want to share travel moments in 

particular as soon as they happen in real time. (Esposito 2016.) Research conducted by 

WeSwap surveyed more than 2000 millennials about their travel booking behaviour. More 

than half of them said that they want to share pictures and experiences from their travels 

online. 37% even stated that being able to post beautiful photos and videos while on holi-

day affects where they want to travel to. Additionally, all of 31% of the respondents even 

said that posting content to social media is just as important as the trip itself. (Haines 

2018.) Sharing experiences and memories with friends and family makes for a happy and 

meaningful life for millennials (Baldwin 2019). 
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4 Establishing a guide 

The final product of the thesis is a travel guide with the main objective on youth travelers 

willing to explore Helsinki on a budget. Youth travelers make up the majority of our com-

missioning company CheapSleep Hostel Helsinki’s customers (Pripachkin 2020), how-

ever, the guide provides options for any budget savvy traveler or one that wants to experi-

ence Helsinki in an alternative, authentic and local way in addition to the popular sights 

and attractions. The thesis travel guide is published on CheapSleep Hostel’s web page if 

they so decide. The final version is in PDF format but can easily be printed for physical 

use. 

  

To create the guide as accurate, clear and appealing as possible for our target group, the 

psychology and theory behind successful content and design are properly studied in the 

next subchapters. Researching up-to-date activities, sights, events, restaurants, cafes, 

bars and other places to see and things to do for the travel guide is equally as important. 

This is executed by using internet sources as that is where the most recent and updated 

information is often found, as well as exploring the attractions ourselves. 

4.1 Content 

What a traveler is looking for in a guide is benefit, help, knowledge, advantage, tools and 

skills (Auvinen 2020). The content should be fresh and topical with reliable information 

sources. (Auvinen 2020; Ivanova, Polyakova & Skrobotova 2015). 

  

The language should be rich but understandable and serve the reader group, for example 

whether it includes professional slang, dialects, literary language or spoken phrases. The 

perspective from which the text is written – being a colleague, authority, fellow traveler or 

observer – have an influence on the effectiveness of the text. (Auvinen 2020.) As the tar-

get group is mostly youth travelers just like the authors, the travel guide is written from the 

perspective of a fellow traveler. The language used in the guide is mostly casual spoken 

English with some topical youth slang. 

  

It is impossible to cover all details of the events and attractions included in a travel guide, 

as it would be overwhelming for the reader and turn the travel guide into a massive and 

dimensionless encyclopedia of attractions. Therefore, it is important to consider the 

reader’s interest and demand of the travel destination. (Ivanova et al. 2015.) In the guide, 

only bits and pieces that are found essential for youth budget travelers are included, re-

flecting on the trends of the generation, survey results and the authors’ own travel experi-
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ences. Some determinants for the attractions chosen for the guide are e.g. price, authen-

ticity, uniqueness, meaningfulness and accessibility, as addressed in previous chapters. 

These spots are introduced with basic information, such as a brief description. Addition-

ally, fun facts or remarks of the attractions are added along with the authors’ personal 

touches and original photos. The intended length for the thesis travel guide is approxi-

mately 25 pages excluding references. 

  

The content plan should answer questions of what subjects and topics the guide includes 

and what kind of knowledge is required from the reader to understand the guide (Auvinen 

2020). Brief summary of the authors and the commissioning company, general knowledge 

of Helsinki and Finland, how to get around, spending tips, cultural elements and infor-

mation about Finnish cuisine are covered in the guide created for this thesis. For full bene-

fit and comprehension, the reader should already be somewhat aware of the local cost of 

living in order to understand what budget means in the Finnish context. However, price 

examples are introduced for guidance. Having some preconception of Finnish history, tra-

ditions and lifestyle is useful, but not necessary. 

  

The biggest difficulty in the context of the travel guide is perishability of information. 

Prices, locations and other relevant data vary over time, so the material provided in the 

guide will eventually have faulty information that is not up-to-date and requires constant 

updating. Thus, only places to see and things to do that show stable continuity for the up-

coming years are included. This judgement is made excluding the uncertainty regarding 

the ongoing year of 2020 due to COVID-19, which is mentioned in the beginning of the 

guide. 

  

The copyrights of the travel guide will remain with the authors; however the commission-

ing company may request to make necessary changes and updates if they decide to in-

clude the guide on their website. 

4.2 Design 

Since 74% of millennials use their smartphones to research their trip (Condor Ferries 

2020), the travel guide should be accessed quickly and easily on a mobile platform in ad-

dition to a desktop format. The guide must be user-friendly in terms of search speed and 

page navigation (Ivanova et al. 2015). 

  

Electronic travel guides have overtaken traditional printable guides, even though they re-

main one of the most important ways of advertising a tourist area (Ivanova et al. 2015). 

The thesis travel guide is in PDF format, thus convenient to utilize both as an electronic 
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version as well as a printed paper version, should the traveler wish to do so. A modern 

guide should have information in an interactive and easily perceived form for the reader’s 

convenience, including internet links and hyperlinks (Ivanova et al. 2015). 

  

The guide should be easy to use and a pleasure to hold in one’s hands – bright, light, con-

venient and compact, with emotional colors, eye-catching design and an adequate letter 

size that does not impede reading. Infographics, such as maps, photos, graphs and 

charts, are a trendy and familiar way to present information. They not only give a visual 

and artistic presentation of the guide, but also simplify the delivery of the information and 

reduce the overall volume of the guide. Arguably the most important component of a travel 

guide are photos, which are often the main reason for a traveler to choose the tourist at-

traction, accommodation or other tourism related resources. Therefore, there should be a 

sufficient amount of colorful, vivid, high-quality photos presented in the guide at the best 

camera angle. They must be original, i.e. not previously used in other publications, to ex-

clude plagiarism. (Ivanova et al. 2015.) 
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5 Process description  

In this chapter, we open up the details and the development of the final product, thesis 

travel guide. The following sub-chapters explain the process step by step, opening up 

each phase in creating the product. The project plan (figure 3) introduces our initial sched-

ule and ideas for the guide, while the rest of the sub-chapters describe how they will even-

tually unfold by the end of the process. 

5.1 Project plan   

 

Figure 3. Gradual progression of the project 

 

First, we explain how we received the commissioning agreement after which the research 

of the thesis topic was made. Theoretical background was gathered to get a foundation for 

a survey, which is then conducted in order to get a clearer idea what our potential target 

group wants from the guide. Considering the results, the content and design of the travel 

guide are then assembled into its first form. In addition to our commissioning company, 

this version is then sent to a test group for feedback and improvement suggestions. 

5.1.1 Receiving commission  

To discover a topic for the thesis, we searched for ideas online and contemplated our per-

sonal interests for about a month. Living on a student budget but being passionate about 

(budget) travel, the thesis topic fitted our wants and needs instantly. As we realized the 

lack of theses and other academic material on the topic, the decision became clear. After 

processing the structure and possible sub-chapters in the outline, we found the original 
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topic, budget travel in Helsinki, to be too vague. With the help of our thesis advisor, sup-

ported by some research online, we narrowed it down to youth budget travel in Helsinki in 

the beginning of April 2020. Project-type thesis with a travel guide as a final product felt 

like a natural way to proceed, as explained in the introduction. 

 

Initially, we contacted Helsinki Marketing via email for a commissioning agreement as we 

thought it would give the greatest value and visibility for our thesis, as it is the official mar-

keting company run by the City of Helsinki. However, they had no interest in the matter. 

Thus, we contacted CheapSleep Hostel Helsinki, where Lauramaija Luoto was doing her 

internship at the time. The hostel seemed to be an excellent commissioning company as 

we assumed that the access to company information would work easily and that our topic 

would apply to many of their customers, which later on turned out to be true. Luckily, they 

were happy to cooperate with us. The commissioning agreement was signed at the end of 

March 2020. 

5.1.2 Estimating the schedule 

A rough schedule (figure 4) was formed in March before embarking on the thesis project, 

and we both agreed that we wanted the final version of the thesis to be completed by the 

end of September. 

 

 

Figure 4. Estimated schedule for the thesis project 

 

We aimed for the first phase, thesis outline, to be written by the end of March. The theo-

retical framework and process description were planned to be finished by the end of June, 

in addition to the survey being conducted and the results analyzed by that time. July was 

decided to be a month-long break from the thesis process. The project would then carry 

on in August with the creation of the travel guide. The remaining weeks would be dedi-

cated to testing and receiving feedback on the guide as well as editing and polishing the 
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entire thesis. Once satisfied with the final version, the thesis would be submitted, given 

out to the commissioner and published, ideally by the end of September. Ultimately, we 

would give the presentation and take part in the thesis maturity test in October, after which 

we would receive the grade and graduate. 

5.1.3 Creating and conducting the survey 

Our aim for the survey (appendix 1) was to find out the travel preferences, values, habits 

and interests of youth budget travelers. With the help of the survey results, we choose the 

content, i.e. the selection and variety of the attractions in the guide. The survey was tar-

geted at the traveler group of our thesis topic – 18-35 year-old people, domestic or inter-

national, who consider themselves budget travelers. The definition of budget travel, as 

well as the suitability for participation, were stated in the introduction of the survey to ex-

clude travelers who do not fit into this category. It is irrelevant whether the respondents 

had visited Helsinki or Finland since the questions were general towards budget traveling 

and could be applied to any destination. In addition, defining the surveyee’s gender, na-

tionality and purpose of budget travel (whether it was visiting family or friends, business, 

leisure etc.) was insignificant as the attractions are not tied to these factors. However, we 

enquired about the origin of our respondents just to get an overall view of the diversity of 

the participants, which can benefit us later on in understanding the differences and simi-

larities in budget travel universally. 

 

The questionnaire was created through Webropol, after which the survey link was shared 

on social media to reach our target, gathering a minimum of 200 responses. These plat-

forms were e.g. our own social media accounts (Instagram, Snapchat, Facebook) and 

some international travel groups on Facebook. The link was to open for a maximum of two 

weeks from the 29th of June to the 13th of July, unless we were to get a sufficient amount 

of responses earlier. The survey had 17 questions for it to be comprehensive enough for 

our research purposes but not too heavy on the respondents, which we estimated to take 

5-10 minutes to complete. After thoroughly processing the theoretical framework, we 

formed the survey questions for the most accurate results concerning a travel guide spe-

cifically for youth budget travelers. The question types were multiple choice, true or false, 

choosing the most fitting answer and ranking in order of preference. Some questions had 

free writing space for the participant to express a possible option we have not included in 

the survey choices. 

 

With the results received from the survey, we filter which attractions to involve in the 

guide, and rule out the ones unsupported by our respondents. The factors that are chosen 

to justify these decisions were based on the surveyees’ interest on sustainability, location, 
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accessibility, atmosphere, uniqueness, popularity, feeling of locality, reviews, diversity in 

choice and adventurousness of the destination. We also examined reasons behind budget 

traveling, preferred spending targets and areas as well as valued experiences of the 

budget travelers. In addition, there was a direct question regarding travel guides, in which 

we surveyed what kind of qualities are the most desired and useful to implement in our 

product. 

5.1.4 Assessing survey results 

The target of the survey was to gather a minimum of 200 responses from a diverse selec-

tion of nationalities. This goal was reached before the deadline of 13th of July, so we 

closed the link three days earlier on July 10th to go ahead with the project. The total num-

ber of participants was 251, however, 11 of which were irrelevant as they fell outside of 

our target age group. 74.9% (188) of surveyees were of Finnish origin, with the rest being 

from around the world, such as the USA, Malaysia, Italy and Australia. We received re-

sponses from each continent, and thus feel like we have succeeded in getting a broad ex-

cerpt of participants. 

 

The biggest reason for budget traveling among our respondents was to be able to prolong 

their travelers or to travel more frequently, which supports the fact previously discussed, 

that millennials tend to travel often and for longer as they have more time than their prede-

cessors (Global Blue & Roland Berger 2018, 9; WYSE Travel Confederation 2020). Judg-

ing by the results, youth budget travelers prefer to travel with other people as only 36% 

said they travel solo.  

 

When it comes to choosing a destination (figure 5), nature and outdoors were highly val-

ued. In fact, over 80% chose it to be in their top three pull factors for deciding where to 

travel, whereas health, wellness and shopping possibilities were the least popular matters. 

This bodes well for us, justifying our topic of choice, as Helsinki is accredited for its di-

verse nature which is accessible throughout the city (Huttunen 2017). Logically, with na-

ture being highly valued, it was also the top choice in addition to the coast and archipel-

ago, when asked about the usual areas of interest when visiting a new destination. After 

nature and outdoors, food and beverage culture was a close second in destination pull 

factors, however, it was the first choice when it came to spending preferences at the travel 

destination. These rankings are heavily regarded when gathering content for the guide. 
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Figure 5. Most valued aspects at a budget travel destination n=240 

 

Overall, the surveyees were fairly consistent in choosing uniqueness and feeling like a lo-

cal as some of the most significant reasons to experience the destination and its attrac-

tions, which goes in line with youth travelers not wanting to be seen as typical tourists (Es-

posito 2016). 61% of surveyees were even willing to pay more for an experience where 

they can feel like a local. Places that are too touristy or crowded were the biggest annoy-

ances among our respondents, which indicates that millennials strive for traveling off the 

beaten track to experience the undiscovered, fascinating reality of the destination. In addi-

tion, as elaborated previously, millennials want to travel with a balance on authenticity and 

extraordinary activities as well as exploring top sights and attractions. (Global Blue & Ro-

land Berger 2018, 7, 9, 25; WYSE Travel Confederation 2018). These claims are sup-

ported by the surveyees preference for meeting local people over other travelers or expats 
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while traveling. Also, over 70% of participants desire to have unusual and unique experi-

ences at the destination with the rest favoring traditional sights and attractions. Therefore, 

the guide will have a fair mixture of both kinds of things to do and places to see. 

 

Apart from uniqueness and feeling like a local, atmosphere was emphasized when consid-

ering food and beverage establishments. A sense of adventure was also highly regarded 

when deciding on things to do at the destination. In terms of the attractions, sustainability 

scraped the bottom of the value rankings, even though it showed great significance in the 

following question. A whopping 84% of respondents said they would be willing to pay ex-

tra for an experience which was sustainable. This suggests that though sustainability 

might not be the most important factor youth travelers value, it is still regarded as an es-

sential matter. 

 

As youth travelers prefer to spend on experiences over tangible goods (Global Blue & Ro-

land Berger 2018, 9), it is not surprising that shopping was the least favorite option when it 

came to spending money at the travel destination. Transportation was chosen as the sec-

ond least favorite spending target during budget travels. When the respondents were 

asked to choose between saving money but spending more time traveling by public trans-

portation, or saving time but paying more, the majority of youth budget travelers supported 

the first part of the statement. This means that 66% would rather take a longer, cheaper 

public transportation trip than a shorter, however more expensive one. It has to be 

acknowledged that the motives behind these actions cannot be directly derived, as some 

of the surveyees might feel that, for example, longer-taking public transportation supports 

the local way of traveling, or that the shorter way of public transportation supports sustain-

able choices, which outweighs the money-time value ratio we aimed to solve. 

 

To conclude the survey, participants were asked to choose their top three of the most val-

ued features in a destination travel guide (figure 6). The results were surprisingly even 

among all options, such as maps and visual guidance, many photos of the destination and 

variety in attractions. Yet, insider tips and local advice stood out with 84% of surveyees 

choosing it in their top three. The second most popular option, at 48%, was clear and in-

formational text. The results of this kind of a straightforward question can be directly im-

plemented in our travel guide. 
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Figure 6. The most valued aspects of a travel guide n=240  

 

In several questions we offered an option for a free-word answer in order to gather as 

much insights as possible, and to prevent us from missing essential aspects from our tar-

get audience. However, these responses were unfortunately unhelpful as they often 

seemed to be a result of not understanding or reading the question or the answer choices 

carefully enough. For example, “I can’t decide” or “depends on the situation” were fre-

quent replies that gave us no useful information we could utilize. Additionally, some of the 

respondents’ free-word answers matched with the answer options provided, that were 

thus left unchosen, rendering the data incorrect. The difficulty of choosing only one option 

as the best one is understandable, as often destination choices are not solely made by 

one determinant, but a combination of many factors. This is why some questions had the 

option to choose 1-3 answers, as well as key words like ‘the most/the least/usually’ to 

ease the intensity. 

 

When creating the survey, we tried to be very mindful of the importance of clarity in the 

delivery, in order to receive results as accurate as possible. However, given the poor an-
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swers from the free-word responses, it seems as though we still need to work on that. An-

other improvement we could have made was to include a feedback box at the end of the 

questionnaire to get improvement suggestions from others, not just relying on our own re-

flections. 

5.1.5 Crafting the guide 

The travel guide was created through Canva graphic design platform. We found it to be 

the most fitting option as it is free to use and we were already somewhat familiar with the 

site. Additionally, the platform allows users to upload their own photos as well as use 

Canva’s pre-existing material, such as photo frames, design templates and stickers. Being 

downloadable in PDF format, the guide is convenient to open and read both on desktop 

and mobile platforms (figure 7) with a possibility for printing. 

 

  

Figure 7. Screenshots of the opening and scrolling views on a mobile platform 

 

The overall outlook of the guide is based on theory behind a visually well-constructed 

guide elaborated previously, and on our experience of how travel guides often look like. 

This is combined with our personal touch and preferences showing through. Keeping in 
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mind what our survey respondents said they value in a destination travel guide, we de-

cided to input plenty of original photos, playful yet straightforward language and local tips. 

These were also the main ways used to stand out from a standard travel guide. In addition 

to a wide selection of photos, maps were added to clarify the information provided in the 

guide. For the same reason, we embedded some links in the text to direct readers to more 

comprehensive sources, which can be recognized by the underlined words in bold. Having 

blue as the main color seemed obvious, since we felt like it fits well with the Finnish im-

age, as well as it is a rather neutral and calm tone for the eyes. Light pink, white and black 

were chosen as secondary colors as they go well with blue and visually pleased us the 

most. Opting for the same fonts, shades and styles on most pages was a strategic move 

to keep the design of the guide coherent and allow the content to speak for itself, making 

reading effortless. However, some of the pages were intentionally made to pop out from 

the layout to hold the readers’ interest and create a fun twist. 

 

In line with our surveyees’ interest, we emphasised nature and outdoor attractions as well 

as food and beverage establishments, which are diversely displayed in the guide. As 

shopping and wellness were the least valued, we decided to rule them out almost com-

pletely to make more space for the higher preferences. Having lived in Helsinki for a few 

years, we were already familiar with most of the attractions that were chosen. However, in 

order to be sure of our recommendations, we revisited some of the places and researched 

a bunch of new ones as well. Having a great variety of attractions, including more popular 

must-see spots (e.g. Helsinki Cathedral) as well as local ways to spend time in Helsinki 

(e.g. sausage grilling), was necessary judging by the respondents’ desire to experience 

both. By introducing local life, we also brought uniqueness into the choice of attractions, 

which was one of the most significant values in a travel destination according to the sur-

vey results. Therefore, the majority of the businesses are local rather than international or 

chain companies, and activities which are often targeted towards Finnish people, but have 

strong potential to interest travelers as well. Examples of these are Sompasauna, karaoke 

and community gardens. Our own opinions and interests were often the final decider 

when choosing between similar or equal attractions to be included in the guide. Conse-

quently, we got to utilize dozens of already existing photos we had taken of the chosen at-

tractions over the years, thus saving us time and effort. 

 

Creating the guide ended up taking about three months, which was longer than we had 

presumed. The content was finished first, however, the details of the visual appearance 

e.g. margins and the placement of the content, photo editing and coordinating the color 

scheme needed to be carefully perfected. This was very time consuming. All in all, we 
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reached our target of 25 pages with only slight excess, finishing at 32 including refer-

ences. We feel like that is a suitable size for our guide as it is not too heavy on information 

yet offers versatile content. 

5.2 Gathering feedback 

Once the guide was finished, we sent it to our commissioning company together with a 

test group in order to try it out and hear what they think about our product. The aim of this 

was to receive feedback for possible changes or improvements, and to receive overall 

thoughts on the readability and usefulness of the guide. We wanted to be certain that the 

guide would be as convenient, clear, entertaining and visually pleasing as possible, con-

sequently serving its initial purpose – providing an apt range of inexpensive and free-of-

charge options in Helsinki in addition to insider tips that many travelers do not yet know. In 

order to help our test group review the guide more thoroughly, we presented them with the 

objective of our travel guide and created a list of questions (appendix 2) that were sent to 

them via email along with the travel guide. The questions focused on the appearance, 

readability and usefulness of the product as well as the amount of information in the guide 

and whether the guide met the objective of the entire project. The reviewers were also 

asked to give any additional, miscellaneous comments of their choice.  

 

The test group was chosen based on who we thought would give the most useful and val-

uable feedback regarding the travel guide. This led to us choosing fellow students, both 

Finnish and international, who identify as budget travelers and therefore are part of our 

target group. In addition, we wanted a different perspective to the implementation of the 

topic and managed to get in contact with a former marketing manager of Helsinki Market-

ing. We asked the same questions from our commissioning contact at CheapSleep Hostel 

Helsinki. 

 

Receiving a sufficient number of responses took around a week. We were happy to notice 

that most of the feedback was positive, such as comments that boosted the existing con-

tent of the guide. This only reassured the vision we had for the product instead of taking it 

to the opposite direction. The language that was used in the travel guide was described as 

entertaining and funny, yet easy to read and informative. It was said to have felt suitable 

for the target group in question. One reader also appreciated the storytelling style narra-

tive. What is more, our own experiences and personal notes, i.e. “local tips” and “did you 

know” remarks were especially appreciated, giving the guide a personal approach. The 

amount of information was deemed appropriate, though, many thought there could have 

been even more of it and gave examples of such improvement suggestions. These con-

cerned, for example tipping, religion, English language skills and the sauna, which we 
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agreed on and consequently added in the guide. All in all, by popular opinion it seemed 

that the most liked aspect of the guide was the visual outlook. This includes e.g. the color 

scheme, layout and photos, which make the appearance aesthetically pleasing and mod-

ern, as praised by our commissioning contact. Some also felt that the guide was unique 

and one of a kind by both content and the visual side, presenting new tips and things to do 

even for Helsinki locals in a fun way. 

5.2.1 Making edits 

In conclusion, judging by the responses, we succeeded with utilizing the theoretical part 

and background research into the implementation of the travel guide. This means that it 

serves its target group well, has potential in the Helsinki travel market and reaches the de-

sired outcome for our thesis project. However, as mentioned previously, we did receive 

some ideas for improvement concerning the content of the product. We found many of 

these suggestions useful and valid, and so decided to make those additions in order to 

create a more functioning and an overall better version of the guide. With the help of the 

responses, we also came up with some of our own improvements. All of these can be cat-

egorized into two sections – outlook and content. 

 

The changes concerning the outlook appeared as such: 

• adding text coherency by adjusting font sizes to match on all pages 

• changing some font colors in order for them to be easier to read 
 

The modifications made to the content were: 

• mentioning average range of drink prices at bars and restaurants 

• adding page letters on content page photos for clarification reasons 

• specifying the religion status in Finland 

• adding the final editing date of the guide 

• including information about English being a widely spoken language in Helsinki 

• notifying readers about nudity at Sompasauna 
 

Other edits were also requested. For example, one reviewer suggested including activities 

and things to do for families traveling on a budget, which we declined as they are not a 

part of our target group in the thesis project. Another one wanted to see more photos with 

local people in them, but we thought that was hard to execute for privacy reasons and be-

cause we wanted to use our original photos. We were also asked to include a budget for 

2, 3 or 7 days in Helsinki for reference, which was found difficult to measure. The budget 

can vary drastically depending on the accommodation type, time of year, eating prefer-

ences, etc. We did not want to take responsibility for giving misleading information in any 

way, so this suggestion was left out. The guide gives a broad range of price examples, 
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which we feel gives enough indication for readers to figure out their travel budget for a po-

tential visit to Helsinki. Additionally, we got a request for more information on partying in 

Helsinki, especially regarding clubbing. We decided to skip this suggestion as the re-

spondents of our survey did not rate nightlife as a valued activity while budget traveling. 
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6 Discussion 

Youth travel is one of the fastest growing international travel segments in the world. Fa-

voring inexpensive options during their travels in order to spend more time at the destina-

tion, millennial travelers end up spending more money. (Subchapter 3.2.) Helsinki, being 

the capital of a country more expensive than 80% of the countries in the world (subchap-

ter 2.4), should consider promoting its affordable offerings in the 333 billion dollar youth 

travel market (Rifai 2020). We feel that there are plenty of opportunities in the field for the 

budget-conscious, though quite hidden from the general traveler. Because of this and the 

potential we see in Helsinki being a budget travel destination, we decided to gather all in-

formation needed for a successful travel guide, supported with research-based theory and 

our own experiences. Even though the need for a budget travel guide of Helsinki is justi-

fied by earlier mentions, we need to assess the value of the thesis for our commissioning 

company based on their feedback. Additionally, we reflect this entire process on both the 

success measurement criteria and the sub-goals mentioned above in the introduction. 

This helps us analyze what targets we hit and what could have been done better in the 

making of the thesis. To conclude, we discuss our academic and personal learning out-

comes of creating this project. 

6.1 Commissioner feedback and satisfaction 

As the thesis is commissioned, feedback from CheapSleep Hostel Helsinki is one of the 

most valuable measurements of success. We received written comments from our contact 

person, the general manager of the hostel, Gleb Pripachkin. To our delight, he had very 

appreciative and humbling things to say about our work. 

 

The comments explained that our research for the thesis was detailed and well-planned, 

and that the effort we had put into the process really showed. Additionally, the writing of 

the thesis was said to be both academic and easy to read, and the references included 

were sufficient and well-suited for the topic. In the words of Pripachkin (2020), “Thesis it-

self is definitely useful for a company such as ours. As mentioned above, it is factual and 

data based. The final product, which is the guide for youth travelers, is superb and unique 

for Helsinki travel scene. It has without a doubt exceeded all our expectations --.” 

 

Our commissioning company regards the thesis as a base for future research and projects 

concerning youth travel, both in Finland and internationally. Given that tourism returns 

back to its normal rates, the hostel would like to include the guide on their web page, pos-

sibly have printed versions of it available for guests, and with the help of the guide, give 

their own staff a better understanding of what can be recommended to their guests. 
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Whether the final product brings measurable value or benefit for the company can only be 

judged after the guide is available to their customers. For now, however, based on all that 

has been said above, we think it is safe to say that customer satisfaction of this project is 

fulfilled, and the needs of CheapSleep Hostel Helsinki are met. 

6.2 Project success 

As part of finalizing the thesis, we evaluate whether the project has been successful, i.e. 

whether the thesis has met the aim and objectives set at the beginning. This way we can 

determine the necessity of the thesis, in addition to seeing if all parts of the project pro-

ceeded as planned. These parts are the general thesis phases like outlining the thesis 

topic and writing the theoretical framework as well as the sub-goals regarding the travel 

guide, such as conducting the survey and forming the layout and design. 

 

The absolute objective for the thesis was to create a travel guide that allows people to 

view Helsinki in a more affordable way. After assessing commissioner satisfaction, this 

objective is scrutinized with the help of our success measurement criteria: scope, sched-

ule, team satisfaction and quality, also defined in the introduction. 

6.2.1 Scope 

To evaluate how well we scoped the project as a whole, we examine whether the thesis 

fulfills its original purpose of creating a budget travel guide of Helsinki. Additionally, as-

sessing the starting conditions and mirroring their effect on the thesis process is essential. 

Our travel guide was sparked by the realization of not finding a similar one, at least in the 

form of a proper guide. Being a widely trending topic internationally and an interesting 

subject for us personally, we saw the potential in bringing budget travel tips together in 

one place. 

 

We think that the sub-topics scoped for the thesis, such as gathering research about Hel-

sinki and Finland’s tourism in both domestic and the international context as well as the 

motives and values of youth budget travelers were all picked accurately as they support 

the final product. We feel like we found and included most, if not all, subjects and phe-

nomena that are beneficial or even crucial for the thesis topic. However, some of the sub-

topics we researched, e.g. different accommodation types and travel destinations among 

youth budget travelers, were not directly utilized in the travel guide. This is because the 

product is only about Helsinki and primarily aimed at the main customer group of 

CheapSleep Hostel Helsinki. 
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At this stage, we can only measure the necessity of the entire project based on the re-

search results presented in the theoretical framework, in addition to the perception of the 

test group, commissioner and our own. This is because we cannot know whether the the-

sis and its final product will have an impact on travelers’ idea of Helsinki once the travel 

guide is shared with the public. That being said, in the given starting conditions – being 

tourism students with no experience on proper photographing, graphic design or commer-

cial writing – we feel that we succeeded with the final product. Having reached the sub-

goals and our own expectations, we can conclude that the initial purpose of the thesis pro-

cess was fulfilled, and the scope was well mapped out. 

6.2.2 Schedule 

The topic for the thesis was decided in the beginning of March, after which we completed 

the pre-assignment, formed an agreement with the commissioning company and planned 

a schedule for the process. According to the original plan, the thesis was to be finished in 

October. We had also planned to take a one-month break in July, which we did not end up 

doing as we were left unemployed already before the summer. Given the circumstances 

of balancing our lives and peace of mind in the middle of a pandemic, the project pro-

ceeded in small steps, slower than planned, yet steadily and on a weekly basis. Now that 

we think of it, if July was to be a holiday month, the schedule was created unrealistically 

over the summer. The workload for June would have been too ambitious as we could not 

consider the time and effort it would take to finish the theoretical framework, process de-

scription as well as conduct and analyze a survey. However, we managed to finish the 

theoretical framework and process description on time, and the target number of survey 

results was collected even prior to the deadline, after which we could move on to as-

sessing them. 

 

Initially we thought that crafting the travel guide would take about a month. The guide took 

off according to the schedule, however, lasted approximately three months. As we were 

working on the product, we got immersed in it and came up with more and more creative 

ideas, designs and other implementations along the way that kept us busy perfecting the 

guide. We did not really mind as we are satisfied with what we eventually created. Accord-

ingly, the rest of the parts of the thesis process were pushed back with a month or two. 

 

Our personal intention was to create a timetable that leaves room for wellbeing and is not 

too crammed. We succeeded with this by having enough motivation to keep us pushing, 

yet without feeling too rushed or stressed at any time. All things considered, even though 

it did not fully go according to the original plan, we are happy with our schedule as we will 

graduate on time. 
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6.2.3 Team satisfaction 

Between the two of us, we agree that working together has been surprisingly easy, func-

tional and even fun, taking into account that a thesis process can often be quite over-

whelming. Having two fairly strong-willed individuals on the same lengthy project could 

have been tough, but we always managed to compromise and make decisions in mutual 

agreement. One of the reasons the thesis proceeded so smoothly is that our standards 

and expectations for the thesis are equal, i.e. we are aiming for the same grade with ambi-

tion – not to mention the shared interest in the whole thesis topic. Creating the theoretical 

framework was the biggest and most time-consuming challenge of the thesis, so sharing it 

with a friend and always getting a second opinion and viewpoint was extremely helpful 

throughout the process. Working simultaneously on different sub-topics and afterwards 

complementing each other’s writing made both the process and the end result well-func-

tioning and comprehensive. However, collecting information for the framework turned out 

to be much more difficult than expected as the topic of budget travel is not yet widely re-

searched, meaning there is very little or outdated academic material on the subject. With 

that being said, we feel that we succeeded in gathering a sufficient amount of theory given 

the poor starting point. The same applies to theory about creating a guide. 

 

The assigned schedule fit both of our lifestyles well. Since we had a rather loose timetable 

allowing for wiggle room, we had enough time to return to the theoretical framework when-

ever needed for additions, edits etc. Thus, we were left satisfied with the theory section in 

the end. However, as mentioned in the schedule evaluation, we are especially proud of 

the final product we created, both academically and personally. It represents the effort we 

made for the thesis visually and content-wise, which makes us pleased to share the final 

product for distribution under our names. 

6.2.4 Quality 

For us, measuring quality is about examining the content, text and references, not only 

from our perspective, but also based on Haaga-Helia reporting guidelines. Backed up by 

the feedback from our commissioning company, we feel that the thesis content is quite 

consistent as the sub-topics support the main topic, the transitioning between them is 

smooth and the topics discuss well with each other. To ensure the quality of the content, 

some adjustments were made to bring out the best possible outcome mentioned in the in-

troduction, and to target the main customer group of our commissioning company more 

precisely. For example, we narrowed down the topic from budget travel in Helsinki to 

youth budget travel in Helsinki, as it was too vague initially. Accordingly, we adjusted the 
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positions and subjects of some original sub-topics in order to gather more relevant and 

detailed content for the thesis and for it to flow effortlessly. 

 

We made an effort to keep the writing professional, yet simple and informative for good 

readability. Another aspect we specifically focused on was keeping the written language 

coherent as there are two of us authors. We find it to be done successfully, since our 

voices cannot be separated throughout the text, despite having worked on different sub-

topics. Additionally, we think that the language is proper for a thesis and in line with 

Haaga-Helia reporting guidelines, as are the references. The vast majority of our sources 

are fresh, recent and utilized in a correct manner. Unfortunately, however, we did not in-

clude as many academic references as we would have liked mainly due to the scarcity of 

them online. As mentioned earlier, it seems that the topic is quite new as there is not 

much research done concerning it, at least that which is available and free to use. Also, 

for the most part of writing the theoretical framework, libraries were shut down for COVID-

19 pandemic. This made it more challenging for us to find proper literary sources. By the 

time the libraries reopened, the theory was almost finished, so we did not find it necessary 

to return to the subjects already addressed. 

 

Even though there was a minor inconvenience along the way, we are satisfied and even 

surprised how persistently we worked on the thesis and all its details. The progress was 

rather slow mainly because we kept refining both the thesis and its final product. The 

more we wrote, the more we became invested in it and wanted to pursue the best possi-

ble, high-quality end result. Now, as the quality meets our own standards and Haaga-He-

lia guidelines, we are eager to see whether the thesis will bear fruit in the future. 

6.3 Learning outcome 

Contemplating our learning outcome helps us recognize our own abilities and strengths 

better and to get an overall picture of what the thesis process has taught us. To make it 

simpler to understand, we separate these realizations into two categories – academic and 

personal. The first explains our growth and development as students and future profes-

sionals in the field of our studies, the second as individuals. 

6.3.1 Academic learning 

To start off, one of the most notable academic learning outcomes is our increased use of 

the English language, especially in professional written form. While doing the thesis we 

also familiarized ourselves with a huge amount of new vocabulary and phrases, which will 

most likely help us in our future careers in the international hospitality industry. Another 
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that gets our attention is learning the correct way of referencing and citing. Being able to 

do it in a proper manner is crucial in order to avoid plagiarizing and to give credit to the re-

spective authors. Addedly, this is an improvement in our overall writing skills and the way 

of interpreting and judging what we read. Searching for suitable and credible sources for 

our theoretical part was definitely something that improved our media literacy. This means 

that we have learned to be more critical towards different online sources, articles and re-

ports, and know better how to identify valid platforms and origins of information. As any-

one can write anything on the internet, it is important to upkeep this skill in a world that is 

increasingly digitalized. 

 

While working with the thesis and researching relevant subjects around the topic, we got 

to scrutinize it thoroughly from various perspectives. This has made us broaden our mind-

set to take different viewpoints and possibilities into account when trying to see the bigger 

picture. In addition, by the comprehensive analysis of the topic, we have naturally in-

creased our overall knowledge of youth budget travel as an international phenomenon 

and gotten a greater understanding of how different concepts are tied and affect each 

other. 

 

It is evident that we have been in close cooperation with our commissioning company, 

CheapSleep Hostel Helsinki. Creating a professional relationship with the company has 

been useful and educational as it has given us experience in business communication. 

Maintaining the relationship is important to us as we hope to keep the cooperation going 

even after the thesis process is finished to make sure the travel guide is utilized and stays 

up to date. Then again, one of the most concrete skills we acquired was the use of Canva 

graphic design platform. Starting from only being able to adjust fonts and add photos, to 

creating an entire travel guide, we will definitely benefit from this in any situation that re-

quires a visual eye or designing skills. 

6.3.2 Personal learning 

While the academic learning was quite extensive throughout the whole thesis process, we 

also feel that we have strengthened many of our personal skills. Not surprisingly, team-

work has been a massive part of doing a thesis with two authors. It is essential to listen 

and take the other person’s opinions into account when working together on a lengthy pro-

ject such as this. Though we already had prior experience in pair and group projects, this 

has been more intense in terms of working together than anything we have previously 

done. We learned to really rely on each other and to share responsibility in order for both 

of us to succeed with the thesis. Less concrete but a very important part of the process 

was having the ability to be flexible. This showed well as working together required both of 
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us to be adaptive at times, as obviously we did not always agree on every detail. Months 

of juggling our schedules together called for not only flexibility, but also time management 

skills more than any other aspect of the process. We learned how to compromise, find al-

ternative solutions and keep the project going while still maintaining our personal lives. 

 

Considering time management, we feel that it is an area on which we can especially im-

prove. While we got a lot more valuable practice of it, having a project as lengthy as this, 

that was still our weakness, as also assessed in project success. Despite our project tak-

ing longer than expected and the difficulties in our lives caused by the ongoing pandemic, 

we are specifically proud of our perseverance. Slowly but steadily, we moved forward with 

the thesis during the last six months, keeping our objective in mind. As the whole process 

is about two people, we had to stick to our fixed study schedule, prioritize the thesis for 

the both of us and stay disciplined. 

 

All in all, we learned how to make the most out of a challenging situation and even ac-

quired some new skills while at it. We have come to the conclusion that doing the thesis 

together was one of the best decisions we made during our Haaga-Helia journey, both ac-

ademically for always having two perspectives and inputs, and personally for having 

someone to lean on. We believe that our ambition for the topic gave us a strong start, 

whereas perseverance, discipline and our willingness to be flexible and work together 

brought us far and resulted in a thesis outcome which hopefully will take us even further. 
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Appendix 2. Review questions and answers 

The aim of the guide is to provide inexpensive and free-of-charge options and insider tips 

that many travelers do not yet know, or which are not yet widely promoted in Helsinki tour-

ism market. We strive to stand out through a fun and engaging approach, using playful 

language and our own, colorful photos that give the guide a personal touch. The reader 

should truly feel like they are going through the guide with a local friend. 

 

The following are excerpts of the responses we received via email or Whatsapp. 

 

1. How did you find the appearance of the guide? Did the visual side please your 
eye? (Photos, colors, fonts, layout…) 
 
➢ Lovely visuals, loved the layout and the images, but it would be better to stick 

to maybe just 3 different kinds of fonts. 
➢ I would like to see more photos with local people in them. 
➢ Looks amazing, beautiful color scheme. I have nothing bad to say. 

 

2. How did you find the readability? Was the information and the language clear and 
easy to follow? 

 

➢ Readability was good, the text was easy to follow and I loved the jokes you'd 
put in. 

➢ The way you present Helsinki in a storytelling style is delightful. 
➢ It was fun to read. 

 

3. Was the amount of information satisfactory? Was any information missing or was 
there too much of it? 

 

➢ Very good amount of info! I would mention that you need to prepare to see na-
ked people at Sompasauna. 

➢ It’s really good that you have captions for the photos, so people know where 
they’ve been taken. Some more price examples would be handy. You could 
also mention example budgets for people visiting for 2, 3 or 7 days. 

➢ Nice work, but if I were a tourist, I would like to know more about the nightlife 
and drink prices in Helsinki. 

 

4. Do you think the guide is useful and serves its purpose, i.e. meets the aim men-
tioned above? 

 

➢ Very useful, even as a Helsinki citizen I learnt a bunch of new things and tips 
about my hometown. 

➢ Yes! 
➢ You’ve done a good job, an interesting topic that will definitely help people find 

things to do in Helsinki even with a small budget. 
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5. Any other comments, ideas, improvements or praises? Free word! 
 

➢ It’s fun and unique, it really stands out. 
➢ I especially liked the page with karaoke. 
➢ The list of notable achievements in the last 5 years was great. 
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Appendix 3. Helsinki budget travel guide 
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